Introduction. In this work, we show how the ideas in [3, pp. 6-12] can be used to give conditions under which Jordan ideals in the set of symmetric elements in an associative ring R with involution extend to associative ideals of R in a natural way. We also give conditions under which a Jordan homomorphism of the set of symmetric elements will extend to an associative homomorphism of R. Such work has been done on matrix rings with involution in [5; 6]. An abstract definition of a Jordan ring may be found in [3] as well as other background information.
Introduction.
In this work, we show how the ideas in [3, pp. 6-12] can be used to give conditions under which Jordan ideals in the set of symmetric elements in an associative ring R with involution extend to associative ideals of R in a natural way. We also give conditions under which a Jordan homomorphism of the set of symmetric elements will extend to an associative homomorphism of R. Such work has been done on matrix rings with involution in [5; 6] . An abstract definition of a Jordan ring may be found in [3] as well as other background information.
Let R be an associative ring with involution r-^-r*; that is, a mapping r -» r* such that Oi + r 2 )* = ri* + r 2 *, (rir 2 )* = r2*^1*1 (/-*)* = r%
We will denote by 5 the set of *-symmetric elements of R, namely 5 = {s G R\s* = s}. Likewise, let K = {k G R\k* = -k}, the set of *-skew symmetric elements of R. If / is an ideal of R then we will call / a *-ideal if / is invariant under the involution on R, i.e. if i* G I for every i G /. If juxtaposition denotes the multiplicative binary operation on R, then • , defined by si • s 2 = Sis 2 + s 2 Si, s t G S, makes the additive group 5 into a Jordan ring. Similarly, K forms a Lie ring under [ki, k 2 ] = k±k 2 -k 2 ki, k t G K.
Throughout this paper our assumptions on R are:
(1) 2r = 0 implies r = 0, r G R; (2) A = {2a\a G A} for every *-ideal A of R and every Jordan ideal A of S.
For example, R may be any algebra over a field of characteristic not two or R may be any finite ring satisfying (1) . We note that condition (2) says that the mapping r -» 2r of R is an onto mapping for every *-ideal of R and every Jordan ideal of 5. Our use of conditions (1) and (2) will be to allow divisibility by 2. The notation \a will mean that element r G R such that 2r = a.
If r G R, then r = \{r + r*) + |(r -r*) and so every element in R can be written as the sum of an element in 5 and one in K. Since S P\ K = {0}, this representation is unique. We will keep this property of R in mind by writing R = S + K.
Extending Jordan ideals of S. Let / be a *-ideal of R. Then * induces an involution on the ring I. So I = U + L where U is the set of symmetric elements of I and L is the set of skew symmetric elements of I. An easy check shows that U is a Jordan ideal of S and L is a Lie ideal of K. We now seek conditions under which a Jordan ideal U of S is the set of symmetric elements of a *-ideal I of R. If such is the case for a particular ideal U of S then we will say that U extends to a *-ideal of R.
Let E be the subring of the rationals generated by \. Using E we may, if R does not have a unit element, imbed R in a ring R such that 1 G R. Such a ring is R = {(e, r)\e G E, r G i^} under the usual operations. It is easy to check that R satisfies conditions (1) and (2) . R is a ring with involution ' defined by (ra, r) r = (rn, r*). We note that R = S + K where
If U is a Jordan ideal of 5 we can correspond U with Û = {(0, #)|# Ç Î/}, a Jordan ideal of 5. It is easy to see that U extends in R if and only if Û extends in R. For easy reference we write this as the first lemma. Let L be the Lie ideal of K generated by {aub -b*ua*\a, b G R). K consists simply of all finite sums of its generators. We let / = U + L and proceed to show that / is a *-ideal of R. It is clear that the set / is invariant under the involution. For every h G L we know that Proof. The necessity of {us 2 szs^} being in U is clear. For the converse, we note first that since 5 generates R, Lemma 2 tells us that it is enough to show that {s 2 Sz • • • SfUSi+i . . . s n } G U for n = 2, 3, . . . . We proceed to do this by induction on n. Clearly, {us} = {su} G U which is the case n = 2. Now we assume that we have shown that for every s t G 5, u G U, we have {s 2 Finally, relative to the ideal U of S we have, using our induction hypothesis, Addition of equations (8) and (9) 2 h} G U for t t = v or w, i = 1, 2, 3. Since a duplication of either v or w must occur, it is easy to check that {utfah) G U.
Corollary 3 fails for more than two symmetric generators. For, let R = F[xi, X2, Xz], the free algebra over a field F generated by three independent elements Xi f X 2 , X 3 . Let * be the involution on R which reverses the order of the generators; for example, (xix 2 + x 3 x 2 #i)* = ^2X1 + X\X 2 x%. Let U be the Jordan ideal of 5 in R generated by X\X 2 + x 2 x±. Then it has been shown [1, pp. 307-308] that {(xix 2 + x 2 xi)xix 2 x 3 } £ U. So U does not extend to a *-ideal of R.
For an easy example of a Jordan ideal which does not extend, let R be an algebra over F generated by xi, x 2 , x 3 , x± such that x t Xj + XjX t = 0 ii i j* j. Let the involution in R be the one that reverses the order of the generators, as before. Let U be the Jordan ideal of 5 generated by It is clear, since x t Xj + XjX t = 0 if i ^ j, that {xix 2 x 3 x 4 } (? U, so U does not extend. THEOREM 
Le£ i? = S + K be a ring with involution *. Let U be the maximal nilpotent ideal of S. Then U extends to the maximal nilpotent ideal I of R.
Proof. A Zorn's lemma argument applied to the set of all nilpotent ideals of 5 proves the existence of a maximal nilpotent ideal U. Since the sum of two nilpotent Jordan ideals is another nilpotent Jordan ideal, U must be unique. Similarly, we can show the existence of a unique nilpotent ideal I ol R which must necessarily be a *-ideal of R. Hence, I = U± + L where U\ is a nilpotent ideal of 5. We must have Ui Q U due to the maximality of U. To show that U Q Ui, we adapt an argument by Herstein [2, p. 633] . Consider R/I, the associative ring having an involution induced by *. R/I has no nonzero nilpotent ideals. For every Proof. By Theorem 2, S extends to the maximal nilpotent *-ideal / of R. If R 9^ I, consider R/I. R/I contains no nilpotent ideals, since / is maximal. On the other hand, R/I has an involution induced by * and the only symmetric element is 0. This means that R/I contains only skew elements which must square to 0; i.e., R/I is nil. Moreover, kik 2 + k 2 ki = 0 and thus &i£ 2 £i = 0 for every ki, k 2 G R = R/I. Since {kik 2 kz} = (£1 + k%)k 2 (ki + £3) -£1*2*1 -*3*2*3, we have Also, kik 2 kz -kzk 2 ki is symmetric and so
Adding (14) and (15) shows that k\k 2 k% = 0 for every k u k 2 , k% G R. Hence, R is nilpotent, which is a contradiction. So R = {0} and R is nilpotent.
COROLLARY 2. Let R = S -\-K have a nil Jacob son radical N. Then the maximal nil ideal U of S extends to N.
Proof. N is a *-ideal of R, so N = Ui + L and the maximality of U implies that Ui C U. We let i? = R/I and let £7 be the image of U in R. If c? ^ {0}, the proof of Theorem 2 shows that either Z7 is nilpotent or else there exists a û 6 [7 and an even integer / such that ^' ^ 0 and the left ideal Ru 1 is nil. In either case, we are led to a contradiction of the fact that R has zero Jacobson radical. Hence, Û = {0} and U Q Ui. So U = U\ and U extends to N.
Extending Jordan homomorphisms of S. Let $ be a Jordan homomorphism of S. In other words, $ is a mapping of 5 such that $( Sl + s 2 ) = $( Sl ) + $(s 2 ),
Let R f be an associative ring generated by {<ï>(s)|s £ S}. We seek conditions on R' and $ which will insure an extension of <£ to an associative homomorphism of R = S + K onto R'. We note that if the elements of 5 generate R associatively, and if <£ extends to an associative homomorphism of R onto R', then this extension is unique. For an example to illustrate Theorem 3 and its Corollary 1, we use one that is given in [4, p. 483] . Let R = F[x, y] be the polynomial algebra over the field F in two commuting indeterminants. R is a ring with involution using the identity involution, so S = R. Let 
